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Or Does It Explode?
Black Harlem in
the Great Depression
CHERYL GREENBERG, Trinity College
This describes the changing economic and social
lives of Harlemites, and the complex responses of
a resilient community to racism and poverty
through the Depression. It also demonstrates that
far from remaining passive in the face of hard
times, Harlemites mobilized to better their op-
portunities and living conditions through nu-
merous organizations and grass-roots political
activism.
1991 384 pp.; 2 maps $35.00

Industry, Trade, and
Peasant Society
The Jute Economy of
Eastern India 1900-1947
OMKAR GOSWAMI, Indian Statistical
Institute, Delhi Centre, Delhi
This book takes a comprehensive look at the jute
industry and economy of colonial India over the
period 1900-1947. It challenges several ortho-
doxies regarding the nature of industrialization,
the importance of cartels, the dynamics of agri-
cultural commercialization, and the 1934 famine.
1991 270 pp. $24.95

Lancashire on
the Scrapheap
The Cotton Industry,
1945-1970
JOHN SINGLETON, University of York
This book is the first major study of the final
phase in the history of the Lancashire cotton
industry, from 1945 until the industry's absorp-
tion by the man-made fiber producers during the
1960s. It argues that the industry's collapse was
inevitable and that the economy would have
benefitted from the freeing of resources which an
even faster decline of cotton could have effected.
1991 272 pp.; tables $89.00

Cradle to
Grave
Life, Work, and
Death at the
Lake Superior
Copper Mines
LARRY LANKTON,

Michigan Technological University
Concentrating on technology, economics, labor
and social history, this work documents the full
life cycle of one of America's great mineral
ranges from the 1840s to the 1960s. It also exam-
ines the workers' world underground, but is
equally concerned with the mining communities
on the surface.
1991 352 pp.; 25 halftones $39.95

Greece and the Inter-
War Economic Crisis
MARK MAZOWER, Princeton University
Drawing on detailed statistical research, this study
explores how an underdeveloped country like
Greece was able to recover so quickly from the
economic crisis. It examines the complex pro-
cesses involved, showing how recovery, like cri-
sis, threatened prevailing notions of the relation-
ship between state and society, and undermined
ruling elites.
1991 352 pp, $74.00

The British Economy
Since 1945
Edited by N.F.R. CRAFTS, University of
Warwick, and N.W.C. WOODWARD,
University College, Swansea
Recent developments in economic analysis are
employed to re-examine the years of Britain's
relative economic decline. The book is organized
thematically, with separate chapters on all the
major macro- and microeconomic aspects of re-
cent developments in the British economy.
1991 560pp.;421inecuts paper$29.95 cloth$69.00

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US.
To order, send check or money order to: Social Sciences Marketing, Dept. KLH

To order by phone using major credit cards please call
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1~|-|£ P O L E O F "Szostak has helped to begin the pro-

T D A M C D H D T A T i n M IM cess of revising the revisionists. He has
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T H E I N D U S T R I A L pointed reassertion of the classic view of

R E V O L U T I O N the English and French economies in

A Comparison of England t h e e |gh teen tn century. This book is a

and France clean, cogent, convincing synthesis and

o . . e ___»_ i , reinterpretation of modern scholarship
rtICK oZOSiaK

on a matter of fundamental importance,
Addressing the question of why the the beginnings of industrialization in the
Industrial Revolution occurred first in western world."
England, Rick Szostak demonstrates the Reed Gelger, Department of History,
crucial role played by the development University of Delaware.
of a nation-wide network of land and
water transport in both England and Cloth ISBN 0-7735-0840-6 344 pp
France. $44.95
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Enterprise and American
Law, 1836-1937

HERBERT HOVENKAMP
In this integration of law and economic ideas, Herbert Hovenkamp charts the
evolution of the legal framework that regulated American business enterprise from the
time of Andrew Jackson through the first New Deal. He reveals the interdependent
relationship between economic theory and law that existed in these decades of
headlong growth and examines how this relationship shaped both the modern
business corporation and substantive due process.

"This book is intellectually daring [and] very well written. I predict that it will become
an important piece of intellectuaHegal history and will frame the historical debate
about many of the subjects covered for years to come...No one who knows legal
history as well as Hovenkamp does has ever remotely attained a simultaneous level
of sophistication about the history of economic theory."

—Morton J. Horowitz, Harvard Law School
$39.95 cloth

Harvard University Press
79 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 (617)495-2480
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ECONOMIC READING
Cities and Economic
Development
From the Dawn of History to the
Present
Paul Bairoch
Translated by Christopher Braider
This volume provides a comprehensive study
of the evolution of the city and its relation to
economic life from the dawn of urbanism to
the explosive growth of the contemporary
Third World city. "Scholarly, accessible, and
significant"—Newsday
Paper $21.95 596 pages 46 tables

Now in Paper

Land of Hope
Chicago, Black Southerners,
and the Great Migration
James R. Grossman
"A vivid portrayal of an archetypical moderniz-
ing experience—peasants pulling up roots,
moving to distant cities, and seeking to
adapt to the strange new world of industrial
capitalism."—George M. Fredrickson,
Times Literary Supplement
Paper $14.95 400 pages
17 halftones, 6 mops

The Trend of Economic
Thinking
Essays on Political Economists and
Economic History
F. A. Hayek
Edited by W. W. Bart ley III and
Stephen Kresge
This volume captures Hayek's views on
Mandeville, Hume, Cantillon, Adam Smith,
and Henry Thornton and provides a fascinating
introduction to the historical context of political
economy and the evolution of monetary
practices.
Cloth $45.00 388 pages

The Collected Works of F. A. Hayek,
Volume 3

Now in Paper

The Fatal Conceit
The Errors of Socialism
F. A. Hayek
Edited by W. W. Bartley, III
"A brilliant summary of his life's work."
—Ronald Bailey, Forbes
Paper $12.95 194 pages
The Collected Works of F. A. Hayek,
Volume 1

The Electric City
Energy and the Growth of the
Chicago Area, 1880-1930
Harold L Plait
"This book is a well crafted and wonderfully
detailed study. [Platt] helps us understand
the paradox that centralized technology
and organization helped spur on today's
dispersed metropolis."—Eric H. Monkkonen,
University of California, Los Angeles
Cloth $34.95 432 pages
53 halftones, 18 line drawings,
8 maps, 34 tables
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Introducing

Radical
History Review

JOURNALS LIBRARY
CHADWICK CAMPUS

FOR
REFERENCE

ONLY
Bolton Institute of
Higher Education

Published for MARHO: The Radical Historians' Organization

Now published by Cambridge University Press, Radical History Review
presents innovative scholarship and commentary that looks critically at the
past and its historians from a non-sectarian perspective drawn from the
political left. It scrutinizes conventional history and seeks to broaden and
advance the discussion of crucial issues such as the role of race, class and
gender in history. The journal offers original articles, review essays that
examine the uses and abuses of history in the popular media, history
museums and other public forums, and interviews with leading radical
historians.

Each volume is illustrated with drawings, cartoons, photographs and other
graphic art. Issues are often thematic and cover a wide range of geographic
areas and subjects from sociology, politics, history and feminism to culture,
literature, art and film. Recent themes have included: History from South
Africa, The Women's Story, Film and History, Art and Ideology, and
European Modernism.

Subscription 1991

Volumes 49-51: Winter, Spring and Fall: £31 for institutions; £17 for
individuals; £15 for students; airmail £11 per year extra ISSN 0163-6545

To subscribe, or for further information contact:

(Cambridge
Journals

Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU, England

40 West 20th St, New York, NY 10011-4211, USA
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